The classes of functions with period 2ir defined in terms of specific integrated Lipschitz conditions were characterized also in terms of degree of mean trigonometric approximation by Hardy and Littlewood without proof, results proved later by Quade [l], and still later supplemented by Zygmund [2] in his study of smooth functions. Analogs on approximation by complex polynomials of these results are due to Walsh and Russell [3] . The relative inclusion properties of these classes are difficult to treat directly, but certain results can be readily obtained by means of polynomial approximation properties, as is the purpose of this note to indicate.
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A function ƒ(w) analytic in \w\ <1 is said (Hardy) to be of class H p (p>l) there if the pih power norms oif{re i4> ) with r fixed are uniformly bounded for 0 <r < 1 ; under these conditions, boundary values 
We have shown elsewhere [4] , by study of the polynomial series involved, that (3) implies (Kp<q^ <*>) THEOREM 
If f(z) is of class H p (k, a) on the analytic Jordan curve C, p>\, k^O, 0<a^l, then f (z) is also of class i?«([j3], /3-[/3]) on C provided /3 = k+a -l/p + l/q>0 and Kp<q^
oo.
Of course, when a function is defined by an integral it may be defined arbitrarily on a set of measure zero; here ƒ Theorems 1 and 2 can be modified [4] so as to remain valid for a function ƒ(z) defined merely on C. We say that a function f(z) defined on C and satisfying (1), or (2) , is of class L p (k, a) according as 0<a<l or ce=l. We replace the polynomials in (3) and (4) 
